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Very often people ask me about the best available book or study material for QTP (Quick Test

Professional) and as usual my answer remains the same, which is actually a question “why are you
asking for something that you already have?” If I am right, you must be looking for a book because
you want to learn QTP. However, the question is if you already have the Bible of the tool along with
you, what is the need to search another source to learn the tool?

Getting curious to know where this Bible is? Then the answer is quite simple. No, other book can
give you more information and more accuracy than what QTP’s help guide can. Surprised! Indeed,
this is true, the best source of learning this tool is it’s “USER GUIDE”. If you have mastered this guide
you are already a master of QTP and if you haven’t read this probably no other book may help you
better.

Now the question is how you would learn new features, if you are working with an old version of the
tool. How would be get to know what wasn’t there in the previous version of the tool. So,
Technodivine has the answer. With a thought of creating a knowledgebase for those who are into
software automation testing and specially for those working with QTP, I have places USER GUIDES,
TUTORIALS, INSTALLATION GUIDES, ADDIN GUIDES in our repository. May be it’s named as
Winrunner, QTP or UFT; I have tried to place references to most of the versions of the tool.

Whenever you need it just navigate to http://technodivine.com/downloads/?dir=Help-and-Guides/
and find the “help and guide” of your desired version of the tool.

What all have I collected till now?

WinRunner 9.2
QTP 9.5
QTP 10.0
QTP 11.0
UFT 11.5


